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Theory of biexcitons and biexciton-exciton cascade in graphene quantum dots
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We present a microscopic theory of biexcitons in colloidal graphene quantum dots, and we discuss the possibility
of a biexciton-exciton cascade generation. Assuming a pz orbital on each carbon atom, the single-particle
properties are described in the tight-binding model. The screened direct, exchange, and scattering matrix elements
of the Coulomb matrix are calculated using Slater pz orbitals. The many-body ground and excited states are
constructed as a linear combination of a finite number of electron-hole pair excitations from the Hartree-Fock
ground state by exact diagonalization techniques. The exciton and biexciton states are constructed exploiting the
degeneracy of the valence- and conduction-band edges. The two degenerate exciton (X) states and a corresponding
biexciton (XX) state are identified for generation of the XX-X cascade in threefold-symmetric quantum dots.
Finally, the Auger coupling of the XX state with the excited X states is predicted.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.91.115314

PACS number(s): 78.67.Wj, 81.05.ue, 73.22.Pr, 31.15.xr

I. INTRODUCTION

There is currently interest in the size, shape, edge, layer, and
carrier density engineering of graphene [1–20], including its
interesting optical [21–26] and electronic [27–36] properties.
The generation and stability of biexcitons in carbon nanotubes
as well as conjugated polymers have been studied extensively
both theoretically and experimentally [37–46], while investigation of biexcitons in graphene quantum dots is beginning to
attract attention [47,48].
The opening of an energy gap due to size quantization
in graphene quantum dots [21–36,49–57] makes graphene,
a semimetal, similar to semiconductor quantum dots but
with small spin-orbit coupling. Strong spin-orbit coupling in
semiconductor quantum dots is responsible for the existence
of two degenerate interband optical transitions and, at first
glance, two degenerate exciton states. The cascade between a
biexciton and two degenerate exciton levels in semiconductor
quantum dots has been proposed as a method for the generation
of entangled photon pairs [58–61]. However, it became clear
that the degeneracy of the two exciton levels is removed
by electron-hole anisotropic exchange interaction [62–69]
destroying photon entanglement. On the other hand, the advantage of using semiconductor quantum dots is the existence
of a well-defined, unique biexciton state.
By contrast, graphene quantum dots [70] shown in Fig. 1(a)
exhibit robust, degenerate exciton states and could potentially
replace semiconductors in entangled photon generation if
a well-defined biexciton level could be found. The two
degenerate, bright exciton states, separated from the band
of optically dark excitations, are a result of the degenerate
valence- and conduction-band edge [Fig. 1(b)], a consequence
of C3 symmetry of these graphene quantum dots.
Here we present a theory of biexcitons in graphene quantum
dots. We use a combination of a tight-binding (TB) method
for one-electron states expanded in orthogonal pz orbitals
localized on each carbon atom, a self-consistent-Hartree-Fock
(HF) method to determine the ground state of a half-filled,
charge-neutral quantum dot, and, lastly, a configurationinteraction (CI) method to determine the band of low-energy
1098-0121/2015/91(11)/115314(8)

biexcitons. This allows us to identify a biexciton state as a
candidate for the XX-X cascade and determine its Auger
lifetime due to coupling with excited exciton states.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the
model Hamiltonian, the multiexciton CI method, and optical
selection rules. In Sec. III we examine, in detail, the band-edge
excitons and biexcitons. In Sec. IV we discuss our numerically
obtained biexciton spectrum, elaborate on its convergence and
the Auger processes, and discuss the XX-X cascade. Finally,
Sec. V contains our conclusions.
II. THE MODEL

In this work, we focus on colloidal graphene quantum
dots (CGQDs) with triple-axis rotational symmetry (C3 ),
which results in degenerate band edges responsible for the
existence of degenerate, bright exciton states as discussed
previously [70]. The C3 class includes not only previously
studied C168 colloidal GQDs [70–76] but also triangles,
hexagons, stars, and other structures shown in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(c). In this paper, we concentrate on the C168 CGQD;
however, one expects qualitatively similar results for any
graphene quantum dot belonging to the C3 class.
C168 is modeled as a two-dimensional cluster of carbon
atoms, depicted in Fig. 1(c), forming a finite honeycomb
lattice with bond length a0 = 0.142 nm. We assume that
mobile electrons occupy the orthogonal atomic pz orbitals, |j ,
located on each carbon atom j , and the remaining electrons are
strongly bound forming the bonds in the plane of the CGQD
and partially shielding the Coulomb potential of the carbon
nucleus [24,25,35,54,56,70]. As a result, the charge-neutral
CGQD with N atoms carries N mobile electrons.
Following our previous work [70], 
we start with the
tight-binding (TB) Hamiltonian, HTB = τj l cj+σ clσ , where
cj+σ (cj σ ) creates (annihilates) an electron on orbital j , and
τj l is the effective hopping term. The hopping term, restricted
to include nearest-neighbor (NN) and next-nearest-neighbor
(NNN) tunneling only, involves scattering from the positive
background, and thus is different for the edge and interior
atoms of the CGQD.
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The interacting Hamiltonian is written as
HˆQD =

N


εîmσ cî+ σ cî
m

+

1
2



îm jˆn k̂p lˆq σ,σ ′

× cî+ σ cj+ˆ σ ′ ck̂
m

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Graphene quantum dots with C3 symmetry, (b) the characteristic degenerate band edge of C3 -symmetric
GQDs, (c) the C168 structure depicting the symmetry mapped
segments. The carbon atoms, equivalent by the triple-axis symmetry,
are circled in red.

Using triple-axis symmetry, we can rotate the tight-binding
Hamiltonian to diagonalize it into blocks labeled by different
angular momenta projections m = {0,1,2} or equivalently
m = {0,1, −1}. The rotation is done by selecting atom j in
segment β = 0 and obtaining the equivalent atoms in segments
β = {1,2} by rotating the atom “j ” in section β = 0, as
depicted in Fig. 1(c). As a result, j will now count over the
N/3 orbitals, contained within one segment, and β = {0,1,2}
counts over segments. Connecting them by a phase eiβm2π/3 ,
where β is determined by the segment from which the orbital
is taken, the three orbitals |j,β are now rotated to [70,77]
2

1  iβm2π/3
e
|j,β.
jm = √
3 β=0

(1)

After obtaining the blocks through the rotation of basis defined
in Eq. (1), each m-block is diagonalized to give single-particle

levels |îm  = j Aîj jm , with energies εîm , labeled by the
angular momentum m.
Next, we account for electron-electron interactions. In a
localized basis, the screened electron-electron interactions are
described by the Coulomb matrix elements

ij |V |kl =
dr1 dr2 ψi∗ (r1 )ψj∗ (r2 )
×

e2
ψk (r2 )ψl (r1 ),
κ|r2 − r1 |

(2)

where ψi (r) represents pz orbitals localized on atom i
approximated by Slater functions [70]. In calculating Coulomb
matrix elements, we approximate the orthogonal tight-binding
wave functions by nonorthogonal Slater orbitals following
the Lowdin orthogonalization procedure, and we neglect
contributions from overlap matrix elements [78]. All direct,
exchange, and scattering Coulomb matrix elements for up to
second-nearest-neighbor atoms are calculated using Eq. (2),
while for atomic separations greater than NNN the matrix
elements are approximated by classical point-charge interactions [24,25,35,54,56]. Coulomb interactions are assumed
to be screened by the effective dielectric constant κ, which
includes contributions from both the σ electrons of graphene
and from the solvent in which the CGQDs are suspended.

mσ

îm σ

n

δm+n,p+q îm jˆn |V |k̂p lˆq 

pσ

′

(3)

clˆ σ ,
q

+
where cîmσ
(cîmσ ) are the electron creation (annihilation)
operators on states |îm  with angular momentum m and
spin σ .
The Coulomb matrix elements in Eq. (3) are rotated from
the lattice site representation, as in Eq. (2), to the |îm  basis. The
Coulomb interactions conserve the total angular momentum,
which can be demonstrated by collecting all phase terms
ei(βm+αn−γp−θq)2π/3 ij |V |kl with the same set of {β,α,γ ,θ },
and showing that the sum of their coefficients becomes zero
unless m + n = p + q.

A. Hartree-Fock approximation

Since the full interacting Hamiltonian for the 168-atom
CGQD cannot be diagonalized exactly, we start with the
Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation. The mean-field HF Hamiltonian, HMF , is obtained from the full Hamiltonian by replacing
the two-body scattering terms by those describing scattering
of a single quasielectron by the mean Coulomb potential of all
other electrons. This Hamiltonian is
HMF =

N

îm σ

εîmσ cî+ σ cî
m

mσ

+



ρjˆ k̂

n pσ

′

cî+ σ clˆ σ
m

q

îm jˆn k̂p lˆq σ σ ′



× Vîm jˆn k̂p lˆq − Vîm jˆn lˆq k̂p δσ σ ′ ,
where ρjˆn k̂p σ ′ = cj+ˆ σ ′ ck̂ σ ′  are the elements of the density
n
p
matrix, and the Coulomb term is contracted as Vîm jˆn k̂p lˆq =
îm jˆn |V |k̂p lˆq .
We rotate our basis from single-particle eigenstates |îm 
into a HF quasiparticle basis |rm , denoting new creation
(annihilation) operators on the HF states as br+m σ (brm σ ). The
HF states are also labeled by the angular momentum. These
operators can be written as linear combinations of operators in

+
an atomic (localized) basis, br+m σ = N
i=1 Brm ,i ciσ . The above
rotation to HF quasiparticle states is done self-consistently
until a convergence is reached for the HF ground-state energy.
The resulting HF energies, ǫrm , are composed of singleparticle energies and self-energies accounting for all direct
and exchange interactions of the electron on orbital rm with all
other electrons that fill up the valence band. On the basis of the
HF orbitals,
 at convergence, the HF Hamiltonian is diagonal:
HMF = rm ,σ ǫrm σ br+m σ brm σ .
B. Correlations and multipair excitations relations

We now account for electron-electron interactions beyond
the Hartree-Fock approximation. We start by rewriting the full
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transitions with m = n − m = ±1 correspond to circularly
polarized photons with σ ± .

interacting Hamiltonian, HQD , in the HF basis [70],

HQD =
ǫrmσ br+m σ brm σ
rm σ

III. BAND-EDGE EXCITATIONS

N
1 
δm+n,p+q rm sn |VHF |tp zq 
+
2 r s t z σσ′
m n p q

× br+m σ bs+n σ ′ btp σ ′ bzq σ −



VrMF
b+ b .
m sn σ rm σ sn σ

(4)

rm sn σ

The interaction between HF quasiparticles is now measured
with respect to the mean-field interaction term VHF , already
included in the self-energy contribution to ǫrm [70].
Electronic correlations are included as interactions of
HF quasiparticles through the configuration-interaction (CI)
method. The CI Hamiltonian is constructed by writing Eq. (4) in the basis {|HFGS ,|Xrm sn ,|XXrm sn tp zq , . . . },
which includes the HF ground state and up to a selected number of excitations labeled by the total projection of spin, |Xrm sn  = br+m σ bsn σ |HFGS , |XXrm sn tp zq  =
br+m σ1 bs+n σ2 btp σ1 bzq σ2 |HFGS , and so on. The CI Hamiltonian
is then diagonalized numerically to obtain the correlated
eigenstates, ν , of the form



Xr s
|ν  = k0ν |HFGS  +
krν(1)
m n
m sn
rm sn σ

+



rm sn tp zq σ1 σ2



XXr s t z + · · · .
krν(2)
m n p q
m sn tp zq

(5)

In our graphene quantum dots, the m = 1 and 2 states constructed from the same set of orbitals are complex conjugates of
each other, with degenerate eigenvalues [77]. In the semimetallic, weakly interacting electron regime with screening κ > 2.3
for C168 [70], the band edges are composed of degenerate
m = 1,2 valence and degenerate m = 1,2 conduction-band
states. In this section, we discuss multiexciton complexes built
from the degenerate band-edge states. The effects of higherenergy conduction and lower-energy valence-band states will
be considered in the following section.
A. Excitons

Let us briefly summarize our previous work [70] by
discussing one-pair excitations and the formation of exciton
states. Due to the degeneracy of levels, one can create in total
eight single electron-hole pair excitations at the band edge
without taking into account spin-flip excitations. Out of these
eight, four belong to the m = 0 subspace, while the remaining 4 are distributed evenly between m = ±1 subspaces as
depicted in Fig. 2. The exciton states are a linear combination
of electron-hole pairs that block-diagonalize the interacting
Hamiltonian, Eq. (4). Because of the angular-momentum
selection rule, the states from the m = 0 subspace are not

The above state can be characterized by a well-defined total
angular momentum if each of its components belongs to the
same subspace. For the sake of our discussion, we will label
ν by the change of the angular momentum with respect to the
HF ground state, denoted as m. In this case, the conservation
of angular momentum throughout the correlated eigenstate
requires (n(1) − m(1) ) = (q (2) + p(2) − n(2) − m(2) ), with
the superscript representing the number of electron-hole pairs.
C. Absorption spectra and optical selection rules

We calculate the absorption spectrum of a photon with
energy ω from Fermi’s golden rule:

A(ω) =
Wν |ν ′ |P̂ + |ν |2 δ(Eν ′ − Eν − ω), (6)
ν,ν ′

where the energies of the initial, |ν , and the final, |ν ′ , state
participating in the absorption are
 Eν and Eν ′ , respectively. The
polarization operator P̂ + = rm ,sn ,σ d(rm ,sn )br+m σ bsn σ adds
a single-pair excitation while annihilating a photon. The
coefficient Wν describes the probability that the initial manybody state ν is occupied.
The dipole element d(rm ,sn ) is calculated as described in
our earlier work [70]. Expanding the HF quasiparticle states
in terms of localized orbitals, one can show that electron-hole
pairs can only be created on different angular momentum states
by circularly polarized light:
d(rm ,sn ) = rm |ǫ · r|sn  = Cr,s [1 − δm,n ],

(7)

where C is a numerical constant. Thus the dipole element
dictates the emergence of optical selection rules where

FIG. 2. (Color online) Ground state and the band-edge exciton
spectrum normalized to ground-state energy. States are separated
according to the change in angular momentum (electron m –hole m).
Excitonic configurations contributing to each m set are shown in
green boxes.
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accessible via a single-photon process from the ground state,
whether they are singlets or triplets. Out of the two states in
each m = ±1 subspace, one is a singlet that can couple to
the ground state through a single-photon process, while the
other is a triplet and cannot couple to the ground state due to
conservation of the total spin, as shown in Fig. 2.
B. Biexcitons

We now turn to two-pair excitations and the formation
of biexciton states. There are 18 two-pair excitations that
can be created at the band edge without spin flip. However,
since we are interested in biexciton-exciton cascades, we will
mainly study configurations that can couple optically to the
bright excitons, namely the m = ±1 singlets. The mlabeled biexciton states are formed as linear combinations of
two electron-hole pairs that block-diagonalize the interacting
Hamiltonian, Eq. (4). To be able to distinguish the momentum
of an electron-hole pair from that of an excitation, let us
introduce m of excitons and biexcitons denoted by mX and
mXX , respectively. Starting with either of the bright exciton
configurations shown in Fig. 2, there are only two ways to
create a biexciton state: by creating an electron-hole pair with
m = 1 on an (m = 1) − (m = 2) valence-conduction pair,
or with m = −1 on an (m = 2) − (m = 1) pair, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). We note that it is not the total mXX of the system
but that of the excited electron-hole pairs that needs to be
m = 0 to couple to light. For example, if we start with a
mX = 1 exciton, it can absorb light to become a mXX = 2
or a mXX = 0 biexciton.
A mXX = ±2 biexciton at the band edge has both
electron-hole pairs on the same conduction- and valence-band
states as depicted in the right panel of Fig. 3(a). On the other
hand, the biexciton configuration with mXX = 0 will have
each of its constituent carriers on a different band-edge state,
as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3(a). This is the only
mXX = 0 XX configuration that can be directly created
optically from either of the bright excitons. However, all
mXX = 0 biexciton states depicted in the figure will mix
through Coulomb interactions.
The XX spectrum at the band edge is shown in the
right panel of Fig. 3(b). The lowest mXX = 0 band of
biexciton states does not radiatively couple to any of the
exciton states nor the ground state. The two mXX = 0 states
above the band only relax to triplet excitons. Next, the set
of mXX = ±1 biexcitons emits only to mX = 0 excitons,
thus they are not candidates for a cascade since the excitons
they emit to are dark. As a result, at the band edge, there
are only three states that emit to bright excitons, namely the
mXX = ±2 biexcitons and the highest energy mXX = 0
biexciton. In emission, the m = mX − mXX determines
the polarization of the emitted photon; for m = ±1, the
emitted photon will have a σ ∓ polarization.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All numerical results presented in this paper are obtained
assuming the dielectric constant κ = 5.0 and the tight-binding
tunneling element τ = −4.2 eV, in agreement with our
previous work [70]. In CI calculations, we included up to

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Band-edge biexciton configurations
with mXX = 0 (left) and mXX = ±2 (right) that are accessible
from bright band-edge excitons. (b) The XX spectrum with a cutoff
of C = 3.75 (left) and v2c2 (right). Blue arrows show mapping of
the m = ±2 subspace onto m = ∓1.

four electron-hole pairs leading to a Hilbert space of up to
0.8 × 106 configurations.
A. Convergence of the biexciton spectrum

In the preceding section, we discussed the XX spectrum
at the band edge. We now discuss how this spectrum changes
when electrons and holes can scatter into excited orbitals. Due
to the size of our configuration space, we reduce the number
of states taken into account in several steps. After calculating
the HF quasiparticle states and energies, we organize the CI
subspace to systematically increase the number of excited
states away from the band edge. Since we are also interested in
the Auger processes, the CI subspace is chosen to include HF
states allowing Auger coupling between an excited exciton
(X∗ ) and a band edge XX, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Starting
with a band-edge biexciton, one of the electron-hole pairs
can recombine giving the excess energy to the remaining
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Auger coupling at the band edge. Starting
with a biexciton at the band edge (left), an electron-hole pair can
recombine to promote the electron (hole) higher (lower) in energy.
Thus the biexciton state and the excited excitons of the same energy
may couple, leading to decay of XX.

electron-hole pair, exciting the electron up or the hole down by
an energy equivalent to the band gap, Eg . Thus, as shown in
Fig. 4, we need to include all HF states within the window of
3Eg from the center of the band gap to allow Auger coupling
of the band edge XX’s to excited X∗ states.
The 3Eg CI window corresponds to 15 valence- and 23
conduction-band states. Even though one can technically
create up to 30 electron-hole pair configurations within this
window, even to create a 3X configuration, one needs more
than three times the band-gap energy, which is significantly
greater than the energy range in which we are interested.
Thus, we start by restricting the maximum number of
excitations to two. However, even a space with GS + X + XX
constitutes more than 1.7 × 106 configurations.
Within the 3Eg window of HF quasiparticle states, one can
create biexcitons with energies up to six times that of the band
gap by creating electron-hole pairs from the lowest valence
and the highest conduction states taken within the CI window.
While keeping all excitons that can be created within this
window, we introduce a cutoff of EXX  CEg for biexcitons,
with C being an adjustable coefficient.
The left panel of Fig. 3(b) shows the biexciton levels
calculated with the C = 3.75 cutoff for their energies. Even
though, at the band edge, we treated the m = ±2 configurations as if they each had their own angular-momentum
separated subspace, it is not the case once we include HF states
beyond the band edge. Inclusion of the m = 0 higher-energy
states dictates that the change in the angular-momentum space
m = ±2 maps onto m = ∓1, respectively. This mapping
is shown by blue arrows for the mXX = ±2 band-edge
biexciton states in Fig. 3(b).
In Fig. 5, we illustrate the convergence of the XX excitation
XX
energies, Eexct
= EXX − EGS , in the CI subspace with GS +
X + XX. Here, EXX and EGS are, respectively, the XX and
GS energies. The labeling of the horizontal axis is as follows.
The label vMcM corresponds to a CI subspace constructed
from the first M valence and conduction states. The rest of
the labels denote the choice of the cutoff parameter C for the
case in which all GS + X configurations on 15 valence and
23 conduction states are taken into account while restricting
the number of XX’s as described above. Since all classes of
excitations, GS, X, and XX, converge at different rates, we
track the convergence of the eigenvalues instead of excitation
energies from the ground state. One can extrapolate converged

FIG. 5. (Color online) Evolution of the highest and lowest bandedge XX energies and twice the lowest (highest) -exciton energies
with an increasing number of configurations included within a
subspace of GS + X + XX. The fit for Nconf → ∞ is shown in the
right column. The yellow dots correspond to the size of the Hilbert
space. The H X for C = 4.25 and 4.50 were not calculated due
to size limitations. 2LX corresponds to 2 × lowest triplet exciton
excitation energy, which is depicted in the figure to guide the eye
as the lower bound. 2H X is the excitation energy of 2× degenerate
singlet excitons, and thus the separation between the highest XX
excitation energy and the red line corresponds to the H XX binding
energy.

eigenvalues by plotting the calculated values as a function of
1/Nconf , where Nconf is the number of configurations included
in each subspace, and tracking the trend to Nconf → ∞. The
fits for the lowest and highest band-edge biexciton and exciton
XX
X
excitation energies, Eexct
and 2Eexct
, are plotted at the very
right column of Fig. 5, where the exciton excitation energies
X
are defined as Eexct
= EX − EGS .
B. Biexciton binding

Experimentally, the biexciton binding energy is extracted
from the emission spectra of XX’s and X’s and it is defined
X1
X2
XX
as EbXX = Eexct
+ Eexct
− Eexct
. The first two terms are the
energies of the two constituent excitons, counted separately,
while the third term is the energy of the biexciton complex.
The sign of EbXX can be positive or negative, corresponding
to excitons attracting (binding) or repelling (unbinding) each
other, respectively. It is also an indicator of the degree of
correlation, which is measured by the number of two-electronhole configurations contributing to the XX state. Looking
at the last column of Fig. 5, we see that both the lowest
and the highest XX states are bound in the Hilbert space,
which includes GS, X, and XX excitations. Approaching
convergence, there are around 106 configurations, and the XX
states become increasingly correlated.
We further investigated the effects of size and shape on the
binding energy by computing binding energies for different
shapes of CGQDs at the v2c2 level with inclusion of up to 4X.
As expected, the binding energy increases inversely with the
size of the C3 symmetric quantum dots. However, as soon as
we break the C3 symmetry, even if we increase the quantum dot
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D. Auger processes and X X spectral function

To understand the Auger processes between the highest
band edge XX and the highly excited excitons, we examine the
spectral function of the biexciton interacting with the excited
exciton states. Its calculation involves two steps. First, one
needs to calculate separately the eigenstates and eigenvalues
of the mixed system (GS + X + XX) and the eigenstates and
eigenvalues of the system in which only the configurations
with two electron-hole pairs are included (the “conserved”
system). After exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian for
the mixed system, we obtain the eigenfunctions in the form
of (5). As for the system restricted to the two-pair excitations,
the exact diagonalization procedure produces the following
eigenfunctions [79]:
  η(2)
kij kl |XXij kl .
(10)
|XXη =
i,j,k,l σ1 ,σ2

FIG. 6. (Color online) Band-edge excitons and biexcitons showing possible XX-X cascade routes. Green and purple are singlet and
triplet states, respectively.

size, the binding energies of both the lowest and the highest
XX increase significantly. The sign of the binding energy,
however, does not seem to be affected by the size or the shape
of the quantum dot.
C. Biexciton-exciton cascade

The band edge XX’s that can contribute to the XX-X
cascade are the highest m = 0 XX and the two m = ±2
XX’s, depicted in Fig. 6.
In the XX-X cascade, both electron-hole pairs of the
biexciton recombine, each emitting a photon. If we prepare the
C3 symmetric graphene quantum dot in the state of the highest
band edge mXX = 0 biexciton, the entangled Bell state of the
two photons generated in its radiative recombination will be
1
|ψ = √ (|σ − σ +  + |σ − σ + ).
2

In our calculations, we restrict our basis in the same manner
for both |XXη and ν as described in Sec. IV A.
Once we have the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of
both mixed and conserved systems, to quantify the degree of
mixing between a biexciton state |XXν and the rest of the
mixed system, we define the spectral function Aη,XX (ν) as

Aη,XX (E) =
|η XX|ν |2 δ(Eν − E).
(11)
ν

This function is the projection of a conserved biexciton
state, XXη , onto the states of the mixed system [79]. In
the weak XX-X coupling limit, the spectral function will
approach Aη,XX (ν) → 1 for ν corresponding to XXη . The
spectral function of the H XX state of the conserved system is
shown in Fig. 7. The greatest AH XX (ν) peak with a value of
0.85, describing the H XX interacting with excited X states,
shows that the XX is stable against Auger recombination. The

(8)

This process is depicted in Fig. 6. Starting from the highest
band edge XX, one can choose either the left or the right path
emitting a σ + - or σ − -polarized photon. The second photon
emitted in this process will have the polarization opposite to
the first photon.
If the CGQD is prepared in a superposition of the mXX =
±2 biexcitons, shown in Fig. 6, the photons emerging from
the recombination process will be polarization-entangled, and
their two-photon Bell state will be expressed as
1
|ψ = √ (|σ − σ −  + |σ + σ + ).
2

(9)

If, on the other hand, the CGQD is prepared in a state with a
specific angular momentum mXX = 2 or −2, then the state
of the photons will collapse to a certain polarization, p = ±,
|ψ = |σ p σ p , and the entanglement will be destroyed.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Spectral function of the highest biexciton
state H XX. Red and blue curves are for different Gaussian broadenings. The green peak corresponds to the H XX energy from the
conserved system.
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inverse of the width of the spectral function defines the Auger
lifetime. As in semiconductor nanocrystals [79], the calculated
Auger lifetime is significantly higher than the experimentally
measured one [47]. The origin of this discrepancy remains to
be determined.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a microscopic theory of
biexcitons in graphene quantum dots. The single-particle
properties were described in the tight-binding model, and
electron-electron interactions were included using the HartreeFock and configuration-interaction methods. The many-body
ground, exciton, and biexciton states were expanded in a
basis of a finite number of electron-hole pair excitations from
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